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Please send anything you think will interest our 

members to 

Roy Jamieson 

bushclubeditor@gmail.com 

                                                                                                                 

A DATE TO 

REMEMBER 
Saturday 12 October 

Our Club’s 80th birthday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We’re Celebrating 80 Years 

With 80 Walks 

By 80 Leaders 

 

Enjoy a walk followed by lunch, 

cake and a catch up with old 

and new friends 

 

It all begins from 1pm at the 

Commandment Rock picnic area 

(venue 16) Lane Cove National Park 

 

All members and prospectives are 

welcome 

 

Further details inside on Page 13 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring Walks Program p.14 

For both the Printed Program  

and Short Notice Walks, preferably use the 

Online form 

www.bushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSu

bmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm 

or go to the For Leaders section on our 

website 

 

The postal address for all Bush Club 

correspondence - Secretary, Treasurer – is 

PO Box 207 

Milsons Point, NSW 1565 

http://www.bushclub.org.au/
mailto:bushclubeditor@gmail.com
http://www.bushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm
http://www.bushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
 

The Cordillera 

Huayhuash Trek, Peru 

– June 2019 
by Walter Baer 

On Tuesday evening 3 June, fifteen intrepid Bush 

Clubbers and Sydney Bush Walkers met at La 

Casa de Maruja, a B and B, in Huaraz.  Most of us 

had just travelled up together by bus from Lima. 

The group included Lesley Clarke (leader), John 

Flint, Richard Florczak, Patricia Huang, Catherine 

and Ian Lovett, Elaine Prior, Nick Rutledge, John 

Sharpe, Fiona and Lionel Sonntag, Wendy and 

Peter Watkins, Sandra See and myself (co-

leader). 

We spent three days in Huaraz doing 

acclimatisation walks in preparation for the ten 

day Classic Cordillera Huayhuash Trek followed 

by the Cedros Alpamayo Trek.  This write-up will 

only deal with our Huayhuash adventure.  Huaraz 

lies at 3,052 metres above sea level and was an 

ideal place to acclimatise for what was to come.  

Our first acclimatisation walk was a relatively 

easy 12 km walk and taking us to 3,500 metres. 

The second day’s walk of 17 kms to Laguna (lake) 

Rajucolta was a bit more difficult and took us to 

4,300 metres followed on the third day by a more 

challenging 12 km walk to Laguana Churup at 

4,450 metres and included a climb over a steep 

wall using ropes. 

Unfortunately, Catherine and Ian Lovett decided 

after the acclimatisation walks that they would 

not be up to tackling the Huayhuash Circuit and 

decided to withdraw. 

After an early breakfast on Friday, 7 June, the 

remaining thirteen of us took a private bus for a 

six hour drive to our first campsite at 

Cuartelhuain (4,105 m).  On the way we stopped 

at the small town of Chiquian. Peruvians love 

festivals and the 7th of June just happens to be 

Peru’s National Day. The day honours the men 

that on that day in 1880 tried to protect Peruvian 

territory and the Peruvian flag during the Battle 

of Arica, one of the most important encounters 

of the War of the Pacific between Peruvian forces 

and the better equipped Chileans.  When we 

arrived at Chiquian the whole town was getting 

ready for the celebration.  
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The road from Huaraz to Chiquian is sealed but 

after that it is a very winding single lane gravel 

road with 500 metre drop offs.  For those who 

had a window seat it was a nerve racking 

experience.  

At our first campsite we met our four mule 

drivers, the twenty burros who would be our 

pack animals and our two hospital horses.  Our 

two chefs and three guides, including our head 

guide Gilf Laurente Barrera, travelled with us on 

the bus from Huaraz.  Gilf, who is a professional 

guide and co-owner of Colonia Adventures 

(www.coloniaclimb.com) competently organised 

and managed the entire operation. 

Day 1 of walking:  After a cold overnight 

minimum of approximately minus 7°C we were 

woken at 6 am with a cup of coca tea (to help us 

cope with the altitude) and a bowl of hot water 

for washing.  Breakfast was served at 6:30 and we 

started walking at 7 am.  This became our daily 

routine. We ascended on switchbacks to the 

Cacanampunta Pass (4,650 m) and then 

continued on a rough descent to a beautiful flat 

and grassy campsite at Janca (4,250 m), next to 

Mitucocha Lake and below Ninashanca, Rondoy 

and Jirishanca mountains. As predicted we saw 

numerous condors on the high thermals during 

the walk.  In the evening we celebrated Elaine’s 

birthday with a type of Peruvian ‘Gluhwein’ made 

by the chef from rum, water, sugar and 

cinnamon. I suspect the rum came from the 

chef’s personal supply because we were not 

offered any more rum, or other form of alcoholic 

beverage, on the rest of the trek. 

Day 2: From Janca we ascended to the 

Alcaycocha Pass (4,750 m) by a short but steep 

path, with splendid views of Mt Jirishanca and 

Lake Mitucocha. We then descended and finally 

arrived at the rim of the hanging valley, from 

which we looked down on a deep turquoise lake. 

During our descent we witnessed several 

avalanches from a safe distance.  Avalanches 

became almost a daily occurrence and sound as 

if a huge thunderstorm is approaching. Our 

campsite at Lake Carhuacocha (4,138 m) faced an 

incredible vista of peaks, including Mt Yerupaja, 

and hanging glaciers.  Mt Yerupaja, at 6,635 

metres, is the second-highest mountain in Peru 

and the highest in the Huayhuash mountain 

range and the summit is the highest point in the 

Amazon River watershed. 

 

Day 3: Today’s walk started with a long gradual 

climb up a magnificent valley surrounded by the 

splendour of Yerupaja, Yerupaja Chico, Siula 

Grande, Jirishanca, Santa Rosa and Carnicero 

peaks and past Lakes Gangrajanca, Siulu and 

Quesillacocha. On the way up the valley we 

noticed a lot of vizcachas, a type of chinchilla 

resembling a long tailed rabbit, scurrying around 

the rocks. We then ascended steeply to the top 

of the rocky Siula Pass (4,830 m).  On the other 

side of the Pass our chefs served us a delicious 

hot lunch with coca tea. Peruvians say ‘go better 

with coca’. After lunch we descended down to 

the Huayhuash campsite (4,345 m). 

Speaking of food, we never went hungry. We 

started each day with a wholesome breakfast of 

porridge, eggs, toast or pancakes, were given a 

snack pack to carry which also included a 

sandwich for lunch, on the odd occasion when 

our chefs could not meet us on the track and 

provide us with a hot lunch.  Then after we 

arrived in camp we would have Happy Hour, not 

the alcoholic type, but more food with coffee and 

tea.  This was then followed by a three course 

dinner.  In spite of this most of us lost weight.  

Walking at altitude and cold nights seems to burn 

up a lot of calories. 

Talking about cold nights, when we were having 

dinner at the Huayhuash campsite we 

experienced a thunderstorm with rain that 

turned to sleet at about 8 pm when we headed 

off to bed. Overnight the sleet built up on our 

tents and on the ground to about 50 mm.  We 

also experienced our coldest night (minus 10°C) 

on the trek. 

http://www.coloniaclimb.com/


Day 4:  From the Huayhuash camp we climbed to 

the Portachuelo de Huayhuash Pass (4,750 m) 

from where we had views across to the Cordillera 

Raura and the snow covered peak of Leon 

Huacanan.   We then skirted around the large 

Lake Viconga and camped (4,410 m) near a hot 

spring.  This enabled us to have a welcome bath.  

The man, who appeared to be the caretaker of 

the baths, also sold soft drinks and beer.  The 

price for a 630 cc bottle of Pilsen Callao was only 

10 soles compared to 7 soles in Huaraz.  A real 

bargain considering the remoteness of the area 

and that the beer probably had to be transported 

there by burro. 

Day 5: This was the day when we crossed our 

highest pass, Punta Cuyoc at 5,010 metres.  We 

all seemed to be acclimatised by this stage 

because nobody had any problems. After the 

pass we had an easy descent to our campsite at 

Huanacpatay (4,330 m). 

One can’t help but notice that there are a lot of 

Australian gum trees in the Peruvian Andes. 

Around 1970, the Peruvian government placed a 

great deal of land in the hands of the campesinos, 

formerly landless peasants.  To help make this 

land reform work the government planted 

hundreds of thousands of eucalyptus trees, 

mainly Tasmanian blue gums (Eucalyptus 

globulos) in the treeless areas of the Andes to 

give the peasants the ability to stay on the land 

by providing them with a source of fuel and 

building material. 

Day 6: This was the hardest day on the circuit.  

We started the day going steadily along the 

Huanacpatay valley toward Huayllapa village 

(3,500 m), where our crew replenished a few 

essentials. From there we took the track which 

went steeply upward in a series of tight 

switchbacks to our campsite at Huatiac (4,300 

m), another 800 metre climb. For part of the way 

up the hill one of the hospital horses was called 

into service. 

Day 7: The hardest day of the trek was followed 

by a short and easy day. We started by climbing 

gradually to the Punta Tapush Pass (4,750 m) 

from where we had a magnificent view of Diablo 

Mudo Mountain.  Then we descended passing 

Lake Susucocha to our campsite in the 

Angoshcancha valley (4,400 m). 

Day 8: The day began with our last pass, the steep 

and scree-covered Punta Yaucha (4,800 m).  

 

After the pass at our lunch spot we saw some 

vicunas. Vicunas are timid and wild relatives of 

alpacas. After the hot lunch served by our chefs 

we continued with a long descent to Lake 

Jahuacocha (4,050 m). At this campsite there was 

a small shop that sold soft drinks and beer. Some 

of us enjoyed another 2 o’clock beer time. 

Day 9: This was a rest day, however most of us 

took the opportunity to walk up to Laguna Rasac, 

a glacier lake beneath the glacier-covered west 

faces of Yerupaja, Jirishanca, Rasac and Rondoy. 

This is one of the most beautiful campsites in the 

Huayhuash, with abundant bird life (Puna ibis, 

Andean geese and more) and plenty of trout in 

the lake and rivers. The mule drivers spent the 

day fishing and caught plenty of trout for dinner. 

Day 10: Our last day on the Huayhuash Circuit 

took us down the Jahuacocha valley and over the 

Llamac Pass (4,300 m) and down the steep 

descent to Llamac village at 3,300 metres.  From 

Llamac we took our private bus to Huaraz and a 

lovely celebration dinner with pisco sours at Casa 

de Muraga. 

 



Peru’s Cordillera Huayhuash Circuit is one of 

South America’s premier multi-day treks.  

Turquoise lakes, high altitude passes, hot springs, 

towering snow covered peaks and glaciers make 

this a trek to put onto your bucket list if you 

haven’t already walked it. 

Yuraygir National Park 
 

By Regina Haertsch 
 

A great way to refresh memories of the NSW 
North Coast is to walk Yuraygir National Park. 
Ingrid Radford, Regina Haertsch and her brother 
David completed the four stages at the end of 
November 2018.  They were supported by 
Yuraygir Walks (YW), a small business based in 
Minnie Water which is on the coast and at the 
midpoint.  Yuraygir is the largest coastal national 
park in NSW. 
 
With support being transport to and from points 
remote from Minnie Water it was possible to 
undertake a stage when tides and swell were 
favourable.  This consideration is particularly 
important for the stage, Wooli to Red Rock.  This 
is the southernmost stage.  In order to safely 
cross the rock platforms, an outgoing tide is 
required and the subsequent low tide enables 
the crossing at Station Creek. 
 
Pretty villages dot the Yuraygir Coast such as 
Sandon, Diggers Camp, Wooli, Red Rock and 
Minnie Water. The walk includes crossing the 
beautiful Sandon, Wooli and Corindi Rivers which 

YW organise as part of the support.  The walk 
comprises beach and back tracks and the passing 
through of several primitive and peaceful 
campgrounds. 
 

 
 

In all we did around 80k as we took inland options 
to provide variety to beaches. YW organised our 
food including lunches in soft eskies. Additionally 
we carried our water and full first aid as the 
locations were remote. There is abundant 
wildlife. We saw brolgas, emus, a black swan, 
kangaroos and fortunately only snake tracks. The 
birds were spectacular. On our first evening YW 
briefed us about the features, flora, fauna and 
history of Yuraygir. On days when YW drove us to 
start or from finish places, our driver described 
changes and North Coast culture and answered 
our questions. 

The conservation movement should be proud of 
Yuraygir.  The cult film ‘Morning of the Earth’ 
included the Angourie location which is the most 

northerly point in Yuraygir.  The legacy of sand 
mining and cedar-getting is evident. 

We walked outside Queensland and NSW school 
holidays. The ideal season could be May to 
September especially for whale watching.  Our 
home base was a five bedroom house which has 
three double and two twin beds and two 
bathrooms so it would be ideal for a group trip.  
The YW bus can transport such a group. YW offer 
options and can customise.  We were pleased to 
be given such a special insight into a unique part 
of Australia. 

 

 

 



Caucasus Tour – 
Azerbaijan, Georgia 

and Armenia 
 

(An Odyssey in Three Parts) 
 

‘The Silk Road…my most adventurous and exotic 
journey yet’ 

Joanna Lumley 
 

By Melanie Davies 
Leader: Vicki Presdee 

 
Part One – Azerbaijan 
 
When twelve keen walkers from the Bush Club, 
the Illawarra Ramblers and the National Parks 
Association met in Sydney in April to plan their 
next trek, the conversation wasn’t about the 
track at Narrow Neck or spotting whales from 
Point Perpendicular. It was about visas, 
conversion rates for manat, lari and dram, and 
whether to pack shorts or a down jacket. We 
were off for a three-week adventure to the 
Caucasus - to see mud volcanoes, ancient 
petroglyphs, snow-covered mountains and 2,000-
year old churches. And, of course, to walk some 
spectacular trails through alpine meadows and 
forests, over mountains and rivers and through 
quaint farms and villages. 
 
 

 
 
We met up in Baku, the glitzy capital of 
Azerbaijan. Baku is shiny with skyscrapers and 
new money and yet harbours a beautifully 
preserved old town, and we spent several days 
exploring the winding cobbled streets, palaces 
and mosques within its medieval city walls. 
 

 
  
From Baku we did a day trip to the Absheron 
Peninsula, to wonder at the Mesolithic cave art 
‘petroglyphs’ in the hills above the Caspian Sea.  
 

 
 
We entrusted our lives to a gang of teenaged F-1 
racing-wannabees, who goaded each other to 
terrifying levels of bravado, driving us in their 
clap-trap Ladas to the curiously-spurting mud 
volcanoes of Gobustan. We were mesmerised by 
the eternally-burning flame in a mystical 
Zoroastrian temple, alight for thousands of years. 
Everywhere the fields were crowded with the 
bobbing heads of oil-drills, endlessly pumping out 
that black gold. 
 

 
 
Leaving Baku, we drove to the foothills of the 
Caucasus Mountains and stopped for an 
afternoon hike which ended at a tiny farmhouse 



in Sulut. The hike meandered through hilly 
meadows, to reach the ancient ruins of the 
harem of Mohammed Khan. We were amused to 
learn it took the Khan three hours to reach the 
harem from his palace high in the hills, which 
seemed like quite bad planning on his part – and 
perhaps the reason his clan died out!  
 

 
 
Back at the farm, our hosts laid on an al fresco 
feast of BBQ lamb on metre-long skewers and 
home-grown produce, in a scene straight from a 
Bruegel’s painting. This was only one of several 
wonderful meals prepared for us during our trip 
and was typical of the incredible generosity and 
hospitality of everyone we met in the Caucasus. 

After a night in nearby Lahic we were ready for 
the ‘big walk’, up Niyal Dag in the Shahdag 
National Park. It was hot and the gradient was 
relentless.  

Halfway up, we rested at the ruins of a castle, 
barely discernible in the thick forest. Then 
onwards and upwards, feeling the effects of the 
altitude (at least, that was my excuse) and glad to 

finally flop down on the grass for lunch, just 
above the treeline. 

 

 

That is, until the guide pointed out the (very) 
large pile of fresh bear scats – and suddenly we 
didn’t feel so much like lounging around! Another 
few hundred metres ascent up the ridiculously-
beautiful ‘Sound of Music’ inspired hills, knee 
high in buttercups and forget-me-nots, past 
ponds leaping with frogs, and we were finally at 
the summit.  

At 2,250 metres high and with spectacular views 
of the Caucasus Mountains. It was hard to resist 
breaking out into a twirling rendition of ‘The Hills 
Are Alive…’ and a furtive yodel. 

The next morning, nursing aching muscles and 
creaking knees, we drove westward to the 
famous caravanserai town of Sheki, more 
recently famous because of Joanna Lumley’s Silk 
Road series. 

Before our trip we had all watched her episode 
on Azerbaijan and Georgia, and were keen to see 
all the places Joanna had been to. The 
caravanserai and the palace of the Sheki Khan 
were as impressive in real life as they were in her 
program. Close to Sheki is the village of Kish, 
where we wandered through the peaceful 
buildings and rose gardens of the oldest Christian 
Orthodox Church in the world, founded in 62 A.D. 
It’s now a museum, complete with several 
ancient skeletons grinning under plastic domes. 
A whirlwind wine tasting, dinner with traditional 
Azeri music and that was Sheki, done and dusted. 
Take that, Joanna! 

Sheki signalled the end of the Azerbaijan leg, and 
we trudged through the border post on foot, 
dragging our luggage up the endless concrete 
chicane in no-man’s-land. We’d seen Joanna 
waltzing across the border with a flourish of her 
passport, but we were hot, dishevelled and 
decidedly grumpy by the time we finally popped 
out the other side. Welcome to Georgia! 

(To be continued)  



A Trip to the 

World’s Clearest 

Freshwater Lake 

By Roy Jamieson 

Each year many hikers do the Travers-Sabine 

Circuit in New Zealand’s Nelson Lakes National 

Park, but not all get to Blue Lake or further up the 

valley to Lake Constance.      

In early May I extended the Travers-Sabine to 

include both of these wonderful natural features. 

An online search of Blue Lake tells you this: 

“Rotomairewhenua/Blue Lake is a small lake 

sacred to local Māori and has the clearest 

natural fresh water in the world. 

Surface elevation: 1,180m – Max. depth: 8.5m – 

Average depth: 7m – Did you know: Scientific 

tests carried out in 2011 by New Zealand’s 

Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 

showed Blue Lake to be the clearest natural body 

of fresh water known to man.” 

 

 

 

 

 

I began the Travers-Sabine on 1 May, starting 

with a water taxi ride across Lake Rotoiti and then 

walking up the Travers Valley to Upper Travers 

Hut. 

 

Day 2 began with an early morning 450m climb to 

an icy Travers Saddle at 1789m 

 

 

 

From there it was a bone-jarring 1200m descent 

to the Sabine River and then up to Blue Lake, 

arriving mid-afternoon with time to take in the 

surrounds. Yes, it’s as good as it’s reported to be. 

 



I had a big decision to make, do I take on another 

bucket list item, Moss Pass, or do I spend Day 3 

going up to Lake Constance and then chill out at 

Blue Lake Hut? 

I opted for the latter and don’t regret that 

decision for one minute.  Lake Constance is 

simply fabulous, with wonderful reflections. 

 
 

Despite a request that you don’t swim in Blue 

Lake because of its sacredness to local Māori, 

many ignore the request.  While I was there an 

Israeli couple did just that. 

From Blue Lake, it was down the Sabine Valley to 

Lake Rotoroa, the Speargrass Track and back to 

St Arnaud. 

5 days, 92 kms, beautiful weather and another 

bucket list item ticked off. 

A BLAST FROM THE PAST 

From Walks and Talks – June 1961 

OUR WARRUMBUNGLE EASTER 

Barry Davis 

Two full days in the Warrumbungle National 

Park: I wondered if this would be enough to see 

and enjoy this, the most developed of the state’s 

National Parks; I hoped it was not developed to 

the extent that the natural charm was lost. We 

were determined to use every minute of this time 

to walk and climb over as much as possible of the 

mountainous terrain. Wombelong Camp was to 

be our base camp and as we arrived late on the 

Friday, the setting sun coloured Belougery Split 

Rock a rich red, to provide an impressive 

backdrop to the camp-site, which was well 

grassed, near running water and had plenty of 

firewood. The rising full moon threw the bulk of 

the Rock into silhouette, and it seemed to 

introduce a mood of wonderful contentment to 

me; a good feeling to have on this eve of our walk 

through the Warrumbungles. Easter Saturday 

found us under Gordon’s leadership, each with a 

copy of his sketch map, moving off after an early 

breakfast along Wombelong Creek, with our 

packs with two day’s supply, and all in high spirits 

of anticipation. The bird life along the creek was 

spectacular, the leaders of the large party seeing 

many small parrots and rosellas at very close 

range. Canyon Camp soon came into view, with 

its accommodation in the form of old trams, and 

there were a number of cars with campers, who 

gave a friendly wave as we continued along the 

road to Camp Pincham. On turning a curve in the 

road, there in the distance, towering above the 

tree covered hills, was Belougery Spire, The 

Breadknife and Crater Bluff close by, great rock 

outcrops that we were to view from close 

quarters. This view spurred us to greater efforts 

to get nearer to these formations. Camp Pincham 

was almost deserted as we passed through it, the 

occupants of the cars and tents no doubt being 

along the track. We joined the Spirey Creek track, 

the Creek here being a series of very clear water 

holes. The day was sunny and warm and how I 

enjoyed that water, as we walked through the 

bush which now obstructed all view of our first 

goal, the Spire, Knife and Bluff. A lookout point 

just above the track gave us a closer view of 

them, then down again to carry on. We began to 

meet other people walking, ranging from 

children to middle-aged and elderly people, all 

seemed to be enjoying themselves. They were 

out for the day only, and were not carrying 

camping packs. With dramatic suddenness we 

sighted Belougery Spire through a break in the 

trees. The track began to steepen and soon we 

were plodding up alongside the formation of 

which the Breadknife was part. We were on the 

sheltered side and the sun was quite hot, and I 

thought of the cool pools in Spirey Creek, and 

also of the water tank at Dow’s hut, which was to 

be our campsite. We left the track to scramble up 



the rocks to a point where we could sit astride 

the rocks at the base of the Breadknife. A glorious 

cool breeze found us, and sitting on this vantage 

point, with spectacular views at every hand, I 

began to realise what a wonderful place this 

National Park was. No wonder Gordon goes into 

raptures whenever he talks about it. To walk in it 

is an experience both refreshing and stimulating. 

Up the track we rolled towards the Grand High 

Tops, with Belougery Spire on our left across the 

Breadknife Ravine, mentally thanking those who 

had expended so much effort to cut these 

wonderful tracks. We made the startling 

discovery that some rock climbers were in action 

on the Spire. They looked like ants inching their 

way up the massive rock, and there was one on 

the very top. Everyone to his own taste! The 

Grand High Tops gave us more extensive views. 

Crater Bluff was close at hand, with the majestic 

symmetry of Tonduron in the distance. Dow’s hut 

was our objective, as the tank there would 

provide us with water for lunch, so down the 

Pinnacles Ramp we went, into bush again. Then 

came a view of Crater Bluff from a different 

angle, and another party of climbers could be 

seen starting to scale the Bluff. The last section of 

this tract was up again, well graded as usual, and 

we were at Dow’s Hut. Now for a drink of water 

and better still, a big billy of tea. We were very 

fortunate in meeting Carl Dow at the hut. He is 

the Park Ranger and the Hut is named in his 

honour. Here is a man who typifies the spirit of 

National Parks. A joke and a cheery word for all 

who arrive, - he wanted to know if my filled water 

bag was for soaking my feet, - I probably looked 

as though they needed it. He was glad to talk 

about the Park and answer our questions, and 

explained how the tank was brought up in pieces 

and assembled to water-tight perfection in its 

present location. The Hut was a gathering point 

for most walkers to stop, drink and rest. Many of 

them would take the West Spirey Creek Track 

from near here, and arrive back at Camp Pincham 

to complete a day walk. Not us, however this was 

to be our campsite for the night. Lunch though 

late was good, especially all the tea and water. 

Without packs we took the track leading us to the 

top of Bluff Mountain, and began the ascent. The 

views improved as we got higher, and on 

reaching the shoulder of the mountain, Bluff 

Pyramid was before us, and when shortly after 

we reached the top, there was practically the 

whole day’s walk spread out at our feet, with all 

the scenic highlights to be seen. We spent an 

enjoyable half hour tracing out the walk for 

tomorrow, pointing out the various formations, 

and marvelling at the ease with which two 

wedge-tailed eagles soared around and over the 

mountain, and sometimes from quite close 

range, as they floated past us. Tea around the 

camp fires was a very pleasant affair, all of us very 

relaxed and happy. I could not help observing and 

appreciating the effect this great National Park 

had had on us. Here was a concrete example of 

the workings of National Parks. We had benefit 

immensely from only one day here, others we 

had seen today, the young and the not-so-young 

had been able to walk through the Park 

benefitting mentally and physically. What a debt 

we owe to those who had the vision to set aside 

the area and especially to those who have cut the 

miles of perfect tracks, making all of this available 

to those willing to enter this place of 

contentment. Easter Sunday – all were very fit 

and set out at a good pace along Dow’s High Tops 

on the second day of our walk. A few stops were 

made for photographs, a particularly interesting 

view being of the sheer size of Bluff Mountain 

with its pattern of shattered rock face seen to 

advantage in the morning light. The track led us 

down to the source of West Spirey Creek, and 

then climbed up again to the Western High Tops; 

there was not much dawdling as we had the 

chance to climb Mt. Exmouth, and also, if we 

reached our base camp in time, Belougery Split 

Rock. An interesting feature of this section was 

the crossing of the Danu Screes, shortly before 

reaching Danu Gap and Hut. This must cost the 

track makers some effort, as the broken rocks 

have been man-handled to make a level footway. 

At Danu Gap is another tank, and here we left our 

packs, drank our fill, and set off up the Exmouth 

Spur Track towards the top. The track was good, 

there seems to be no other kind in this National 

Park, and we wound our way up the mountain 

side, through timbered and grassed glades. Many 

bird calls could be heard and we had a good view 

of three wallaroos of diminishing size sitting side 

by side watching us as we stood in the same way 



on the track to view them. We were on the 

southern side of the mountain and it was 

pleasant walking in the shade as we gradually 

gained height on the way to the summit. Mt. 

Exmouth is the highest peak in the Park, with an 

elevation of 4,020 feet above sea level. The trees 

and paddocks on the plains below were getting 

appreciably smaller as we negotiated a 

“foothold” track around a rock spur, with the 

help of a wire guard rail, more evidence of the 

Ranger’s handiwork, to tackle the last of the track 

to the top. We walked along the top to the Trig 

Station, and then all attention was given to the 

magnificent panorama spread out below. By now 

most of us could recognize and name the more 

prominent features to be seen, the eagles gave 

us another gliding and soaring display, and it was 

good to sit in the brilliant sun and enjoy the 

spectacle before us. However, we had to push on, 

and so followed the track down to Danu Gap and 

our packs. The Boulevarde was the next section 

of the track we had to traverse and as this led us 

directly to our lunch stop at Burbie Spring, we 

stepped out smartly. It was easy walking; not 

much evidence of a made track as it was open 

timbered country, but the metal markers on the 

tree trunks, similar to those beside all the other 

tracks, made the way very easy to follow. Here is 

an example of how the natural features of the 

Park had been left untouched wherever possible. 

It is the policy one would expect after seeing how 

much thought and effort had gone into opening 

the area we had seen the day before. Burbie 

Spring was a series of clear shallow pools, and we 

enjoyed our lunch stop, with a good billy of tea. 

We followed the tree markers to join the dry bed 

of Burbie Creek, and then followed it through 

Burbie Canyon to join the road back to our base 

camp. Nance gave us an excellent excuse for a 

rest before attempting the climb up Belougery 

Split Rock by cutting a pineapple into about thirty 

pieces and handing it round. The Split Rock was 

scaled by following the track around to its 

southern end and climbing the ladder and rock 

face to arrive at the summit of the South Peak. 

From this point we could look south to see our 

old friends Belougery Spire, the Breadknife, 

Crater Bluff and Bluff Mountain. South-west was 

Mt. Exmouth. Time was running out 

unfortunately, and we reluctantly had to return 

to our camp and evening meal. Gordon and Brian 

went straight down the side of the rock! The 

other less venturesome types descended the 

rock face and ladder again, where some of us 

selected the Rock Circuit Track as a way back to 

camp. We reached a track junction. Peggy and I 

thought we would follow the side track as it 

appeared to lead to the Split between the Peaks. 

It did, and on rounding this timber covered 

saddle we had a view of the evening sun casting 

shadows over our camp-site at Wambelong. It 

was agreed that the most attractive way down, 

but probably the hardest, was down the Split 

through the rocks and trees. It would be a fitting 

climax to our stay in the National Park. Some of 

the going was a bit rough but not difficult enough 

to cause us to regret our decision and before the 

last light had gone we were in a position to see 

the fires of the camp and make our way to them. 

I felt pleased that we were the last ones to get 

back to camp; even though this was 

unintentional, I like to think of it as a slight 

personal tribute to the enjoyment the National 

Park gave us. The two days had been crammed 

with a series of memorable sights and 

experiences. The highest praise must be given to 

this example of National Parks in Australia, and 

our home state should be justly proud. My fears 

of over-development happily were not realised, 

and someday I hope the Bush Club will return to 

the Warrumbungles and walk over these tracks 

again, and should they walk in other parts 

without tracks, I hope I am a member of the 

party.  

 

Ed: A Bush Club and NPA group will be in the 

Warrumbungles mid-August 2019, look for a 

report in the next Newsletter.                     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bush Club 80th  

    Birthday Celebrations  

    

Enjoy a walk followed by lunch, cake and a 

catch up with old and new friends 

 

When: Saturday 12th October 2019 from 1pm 

Where: Commandment Rock picnic area (venue 

16) Lane Cove National Park* 

 

Please come and join us – all members, 

prospectives and partners are welcome. 

 

The event is being catered by an external 

provider and consists of two choices of cooked 

meats, salads, bread roll followed by cake. The 

Bush Club will subsidise the cost of lunch but ask 

that those attending contribute $10pp to the 

cost.  

Please deposit your payment electronically: The 

Bush Club Inc Westpac Bank BSB: 032087 / Acc 
No: 163369. Please include your name as a 

reference. 

For catering purposes - all walks must be 

‘contact leader’. If you are not walking but you 

would still like to join us for lunch please email 
Allison Boyle (allison550@yahoo.com.au) or call 
Julie Rea (0419442118). Please register and 

deposit your $10 by Thursday 3rd October 

 

 * Directions:  

Driving: access from Delhi Rd and Lane Cove 

Road entrances. Plenty of parking is available at 

the site at a cost of $8 per car. 

Public transport: Closest train station is North 

Ryde (1km from the entry). From the parking area 

at the Northern end of Plassey Rd it is approx. 

400m to the Commandment Rock picnic area. 

Alternatively it is approx. 1.5 Km from Delhi Rd 

bus stop. 

Link to map: 

 https://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/things-

to-do/picnic-areas/commandment-rock-picnic-

area/map 

What’s on our website? 

Leader profiles and volunteers who will help 

new leaders.  The list is at the end of the 

online program. 

Information and forms for leaders. 

Guidelines for all members including Walk 

Grading Guide. 

Photo gallery (enormous) – see photos of 

walks from the last 4 months. 

Tips on all sorts of things related to 

bushwalking and the website. 

Archives of previous newsletters as well as 

historical Walks and Talks. 

Formula for transport share costs 

Just browse through the menu at 

www.bushclub.org.au 

 

mailto:allison550@yahoo.com.au
http://www.bushclub.org.au/

